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PROBLEM
STATEMENT

Predicting prevalent symptoms and health problems on campus
Analyse Plaksha’s Healthcare data to predict the prevalence of
symptoms and health problems at various times of the year by
utilising machine learning techniques

Developing a Medical Inventory Optimisation System
Leverage the predictions of symptoms to optimise the
management of healthcare resources such as medicines and
medical supplies
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Our goal is to enhance the campus healthcare system's ability to prepare for any
significant health challenges, inventory adjustments, and ensure the timely availability of
necessary medical resources. 



APPLICATIONS AND
IMPACT

INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

DATA-DRIVEN CAMPUS HEALTH POLICIES

Efficient procurement and management of medical supplies
and resources to minimise waste and ensure on-time
availability

Evidence-based healthcare policies to ensure the health and
safety of the campus community and be more aware and take
preventative Healthcare measures based on future predictions



LITERATURE REVIEW

Historical use of machine
learning techniques being used in
population healthcare forecasting

Models being used: LSTM,  Regression models, ARIMA and SEIR

META-ANALYSIS AND
SCOPING REVIEWS

Use of time series analysis as well
as logistic regression; COVID-19
forecasting models
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HOW IS OUR MODEL
DIFFERENT?
We are employing regression on time series data to forecast
the number of new cases within a specific symptom group
over a three-month period (from September to November
2023). What sets our approach apart is the application of
forecasting to the broader context of population health. We
conducted time series forecasting for multiple symptom
groups at the university level, incorporating techniques such
as data aggregation and leveraging diverse ML models.
Furthermore, our aim is to extend this application to optimize
medicine inventory management, contributing to more
efficient healthcare resource allocation.



DATASET AND
FEATURES
D a t a  c o l l e c t i o n ,  p r e - p r o c e s s i n g
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DATA COLLECTION
Plaksha’s healthcare centre’s data

We had to take permission from the Assistant
Manager of Administration at Plaksha, Mr. Ankur
Wadhwa, to access the HCC data. 
We asked for anonymised data so as to maintain
privacy of individuals.

NATURE OF DATA

Num. of Features DatapointsFormat

Excel 8 5431



Original Data
DATA CLEANING



FEATURE - SYMPTOM

DATA PREPROCESSING

Separated symptoms into six aggregate symptom groups based on
literature survey - simplifying assumptions made due to limited data
availability. 
For example, URI (Upper respiratory infection) includes cold, cough, etc.
Performed feature encoding
For each date, calculated frequency of occurence of each aggregate
group



FEATURE - TREATMENT

DATA PREPROCESSING

Split treatment into different columns of
medicines
Create a list of medicine names that
appear only once - potential misspellings
Calculate Levenshtein distance between
all pairs of medicine names
Organise the potential misspellings into
clusters based on the clustering labels
obtained
Map the labelled clusters manually to
correct spelling names
Update the data frame with corrected
medicine names





FEATURE ENGINEERING

DATA PREPROCESSING

Min. Temperature

Data Source:
AccuWeather - 3rd
party weather forecast
provider. Gets data
from Google Cloud
and other sources

Air Quality Index

Data Source:
Central Pollution
Control Board,
Ministry of
Environment, Forests
and Climate Change

Major Pollutant

Data Source:
Central Pollution
Control Board,
Ministry of
Environment, Forests
and Climate Change

Max. Temperature

Data Source:
AccuWeather - 3rd
party weather forecast
provider. Gets data
from Google Cloud
and other sources
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MISSING VALUES

DATA PREPROCESSING

Air Quality Index

Applied regression to
fill in missing values

Min/Max Temperature

Interpolation: averaging
previous and next value to
get an estimate of the
value

Symptoms

Mapped treatments
to most probable
symptom values



CLEANED DATA



TRANSFORMED DATA



Exploratory Data
Analysis
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ML Methodology
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WHY ML AND NOT TIME SERIES?

Zero-Inflation and Sparsity: The dataset has many zeros and low-frequency counts. Machine
learning models can be equipped with techniques to handle zero-inflation and sparse data more
effectively than SARIMA, which assumes a certain level of continuity in the data.

Multivariate Forecasting: Unlike SARIMA, which is univariate, machine learning models can
naturally handle multiple input features simultaneously, allowing for multivariate forecasting. This
means they can use all available data to predict the number of visits, rather than relying on the
historical counts alone.

Scalability: These machine learning models are highly scalable and can handle larger datasets
efficiently, which is beneficial if the amount of data grows over time.

Feature Interactions and non-linear relationships: Factors such as AQI and temperature can interact
in non-linear ways to affect health outcomes like 'FEVER' visits. ML models can automatically learn
these, whereas SARIMA would require manual intervention to model such relationships, if it can
model them at all.



Model performance for URI



Model performance for Headache



Model performance for Gastrointestinal Disorder



Model performance for Fever



Model performance for Fatigue



Model performance for all Categories of Symptoms



TOTAL NO. OF VISITS



COMPARISON OF MAE SCORES OF
DIFFERENT MODELS



LightGBM

Pros:
High efficiency and speed: It can handle
large amounts of data more quickly than
XGBoost, making it a good choice for our
Project
Requires less memory than XGBoost

Cons:
With smaller datasets, LightGBM can overfit
more easily compared to XGBoost
Might not be as robust as XGBoost in certain
scenarios

LIGHTGBM VS XGBOOSTING

XGBoost

Pros:
Model Robustness: More robust and can
handle a variety of data types and
distributions
Fine-grained Tuning: More options for
parameter tuning to improve the model's
performance.

Cons:
Can be computationally expensive, especially
with large datasets
Generally requires more memory than
LightGBM



PERFORMANCE METRICS OF LIGHTGBM



LARANA, INC.

PERFORMANCE METRICS

ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR (RMSE):

sensitive to the magnitude of errors, emphasizing
larger errors more than smaller ones.
squaring the errors in RMSE penalizes larger
deviations between predicted and actual values,
making it particularly relevant in situations where
large errors are of concern - such as healthcare
allows for easy comparison between different
models or different forecasting horizons
scale independant

MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE):

provides an easily interpretable measure of
forecasting accuracy by representing the
average magnitude of errors in the same unit as
the target variable
less sensitive to outliers than RMSE
easy to implement
gives equal weight to both underestimation and
overestimation, providing a balanced assessment
of forecasting errors.
scale independence



XGBOOST:
LEARNING RATE 
NUMBER OF TREES
MAXIMUM DEPTH 
MINIMUM WEIGHT 
SUBSAMPLE
COLSAMPLE
BYTREE/COLSAMPLE
BYLEVEL/COLSAMPLE
BYNODE

RANDOM FOREST:
NUMBER OF TREES 
MAXIMUM DEPTH 
MINIMUM SAMPLES SPLIT 
MINIMUM SAMPLES LEAF
MAXIMUM FEATURES

VARIED WITH LITTLE TO NO CHANGE IN ACCURACY

LIGHTGBM:
LEARNING RATE 
NUMBER OF TREES 
MAXIMUM DEPTH
MINIMUM WEIGHT
BAGGING FRACTION 
FEATURE FRACTION

HYPERPARAMETER TUNING



CHALLENGES

Limited Data Small Population on CampusData Processing



Predicted number of medicines for September 2023
- November 2023



Deployability
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DEPLOYABILITY

DEPLOYABILITY

Possible scenarios for deployment:
Plaksha’s Healthcare Centre can deploy the model, especially in
the future when there are more people on campus. The model
would have to be trained in intervals to improve accuracy and
scale to a larger database
Other Universities can also potentially use our mode to predict
symptom prevalence and optimise their medical inventory

Tools for deployability:
Use GitLab 
Plaksha’s Sharepoint platform
Creating a user-friendly web interface / EHRS system
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DEPLOYABILITY

POSSIBLE CHALLENGES
Black swan events (i.e., epidemics such as COVID-19)
Cannot predict injuries and therefore cannot help optimize for related
medical stock
More specificity required for aggregated symptoms
Data does not include follow-up details to evaluate whether the treatment
was successful



POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR
PLAKSHA

Put efficient and strict guidelines in place for data-entering in
the Healthcare Centre
Further in the future, data-driven campus health policies based
on trends in health
Making Plaksha community more aware of health risks
Extend Healthcare Centre’s ability to cater to more serious
health conditions as well



THANK YOU


